**iClicker Instructor Best Practices for Large Classes**

**DO make sure you have a wired internet connection**

It is important that your internet connection remains stable during polling. Ensure you have a wired connection either by connecting your laptop with the provided ethernet cable or by using the rack computer.

**DO be thoughtful about using iClicker for grading**

iClicker is a good tool for checking comprehension. However, it is not magic. Some of your students will have issues connecting to the wireless network or reconnecting to iClicker when their phones go to sleep. By using clickers for judging understanding, and not for grades, students will not expect you to troubleshoot the technology.

**DO send iClicker image to students after polling**

Sending the image of the question slide to students’ phones increases bandwidth load. Choosing to not send the picture until after polling is complete allows for a smoother performance.

**DON'T enable location-based attendance**

Using location-based attendance requires students to understand how to enable location services on their device. To overcome this, you can explain to students how to enable location services, or turn off the functionality.